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Visit the concrete sculpting studio 

701 Main Hamilton MT 59840 

Explore Concrete
Sculptures

Explore Concrete
Sculptures

Look for these
sculptures as
you walk
around
Hamilton

Enjoy the trees in
our community 

"My Friend
Stephen" hangs
out in the shade
of a Black Walnut
tree, south of
Main

"Thundercloud" is
resting quietly in
a Maple tree
south of Main St. 

"Free to Be Me"
has landed in a
flowering Crab
Apple tree on
Hamilton’s north
of Main St

"Taking it Under
Advisement" is
hanging out on an
Oak tree south of
Main.



"A new Man in
Town"  south
of Main St
enjoying the
view from an
Elm tree

“Always Look
Up” has left
the studio and
has found his
way to a very
large spruce
tree, south of
Main

“Gar Today” is
hanging out
north of Main for
all those
enjoying walk
abouts keep an
eye out for him.

“Proud Son”
served in our
armed forces.
He is hanging
out by his
mothers
garden south
of Main St.

“Thunderhead”
has found a large
Box Elder tree in
Hamilton to hang
out in, north of
Main.

“Today is the Day”
one of the girls
came out to play in
this hide and seek
of concrete
sculptures. She is
waiting in a Rocky
Mountain Juniper
tree north of Main

“Chain knit” is
hanging out in a
Spruce tree 
 north of Main St.

""Someone You
May Know" has
found a
Hackberry Tree
south of Main St

“Storm
Watcher” has
found a Larch
tree to keep an
eye on the
weather, south
of Main.

"Staying Warm"
is a little
overdressed for
the weather, so
he's staying cool
under the shade
of a Spruce tree,
south of Main.

“How Did That
Turn Out” is
hanging out on
the south of Main
keeping an 
eye on the
neighborhood. 

"Guardian" finds
a lovely old
Maple tree south
of  main  to hang
out.


